
Dear Bud, 

have g'ne over the Ferris file. 1  have segregated, in a separate 
envelope, that of which I would like copies. In some cases, if you belie ve it is 
okay, I would like to send copiPe to Paul and Gary for them to see what they may 
have that fits. /his may be a more important file than you indicate recognizing. 
When you have time, I think we should discuss this. It made provide several mis-
sing links. t^f one I em fairly certain because 1  hove been looking for it so long. 
I will make a- lint of those-ofoxhichI*4 appreciate more than one copy. 

Of your handwritten notes, the sheet in pencil does not especially 
interest me but I'd like a copy of the important onds, still attached at the top, 
written in ink. There is, as you spotted in the file, a very clear inference Ferris 
end Andrews had some kind of relationship. 

The reference to "station managers" probably is to radio-station managers, 
end this is the first sueb reference I have seen. ' presume this was given to 
you verbally. Now it is not in the Southern Research file (which is incomplete), 
where one would expect it to be and which, in itself, raises questions. Dowling was 
Jim predicessor. nether it was your ides or an informants, without having the 
text of a single Ferris talk I an willing to presume they are consistent with what 
Ntekenbecher would have sold end 'probably did.  

The Arcecha letter is significant, very much so. I  hope you have a copy. 
DiAto,140 .440.444kgpinher, lethoW40:$01710. of 4/24/63. Tait not -strange Atkrellow-bean no ndi.ce Lon ofthinturniMtAir in his property? Or does Gill have it, as he 
apperentlY- bas-* number otthings of 'ferries, according to Morris Brownlee. This 
letter is rather unusual because of the existing indications of Ferris's lack of 
shall we call it responsibility, financial and sexual. 

!het do you, suppose led to tbor wiretap (Fla.)? 

The'notes on the Senate pad ere also interesting. The .two;,; aienegers were 
probably Martens bal possibly Basuboeuf, wao went back, but not thext certainly him. 
Bow good is the info on blank passports there? Interest, if true, that Ile was known 
in .4nrope or East. Europe well enough for his help in entering 1I to be asked. If JO 
had gotten such a logbook of Taxes flights, I think wed Love geord of it...ftnder- • who is eu acted of being bribed to drop chergoe for ;1'3,000. Do you think a "Wasserman 
associate" would take such a risk? Or Marcello or any of his close ones? I think the 
file indicates otherwise. And $o you not think we'd know if a detective on Jim's 
staff got blank passports, told the fads end they had no interest? Do you think he'd 
have been silent on this/ Or, perhaps, he didn't know/ If these things may not be 
likely true,. they ere worth some ef:ort in trying to estab31l4 *Mb* end 	like 
what you con.lat me have Oh this for tag propose. 

Several ot Waldron's. questions to VOM Lt. Mervin Leonard 11/21/86 are 
interesting. Wonder what turned him on then? 1  had given herrison Salisbury ms 
Na other book mentioned this. Presumeebly Garrison was not talking then. The answers 
would also be interesting, I like the question, did Oswald ask for en Ike agent by 
name. And the suspicions about the Rrioguier story (which I could nem caused). Or 
of evidence FBI paid Oswald, or that 0's pea filets were found in Perste'. nome (I 
must tell you one in which one will be found). The name A.V. Will, service-station 
operator, seems familiar but I cannot place it. The Connie Kaye story is either a 
little different than published or a little off. 

There is a sheaf of originals headed "surveillance", apparently this 
part of the -outhern Research report. duplicating some of the last men of their 
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identified report. I take it the red markinga„pn p.34;era, yours and that 
impiestion Mr. 5'5" is Beano. The' name WinkleilAii'o 	 famifter 
end again I cannot place it. 

There ere two copies of the credit report. It is not of groat imiprtance 
to. me but I'd like one for the completeness of tree file. 

I hove attached all the MYPD reports togeteher and I'd like them for 
several special. pruposes. If you have time to regard them again, think if you 
look for whet you'd expect, based on east veva been tol4, you'll act find it. 
In other words, to pkay a genie a bit until we dime it, what is not here thet 
you'd expect to be prominent in the pert relating to Landry? a, that is. 

• 
Some of thennmes in the OAP list are intereetigg end I'd like to cheek the 

them out. I'd like s copy of thin entire file, if it is not asking ton mubb.• It should 
be gone over carefully, end Paul and 'rim also should do this. In a hasty glance, 

was interested to note that O'Sullivan wee more then his testimony would indicate. 
4.410 age first a lieutenant and thine captain. you'd never knoe it from the WC record. 
Max onzslez in CAP, too? One name is mach oike that of an FBI agent never mentioned. 
Sim should be asked to study this long accumulation of numbfre. 

• Several of the pages refer to Osweld.' Did these in me from aim, from 
notes found in Berries apt? bare again, I think Peuraim S 5.4ould go ONO r tie 
other numbers on the same pages. And names, for there seems to be no relationship 
(like Oswald end. Coffey; Pinky and Bivouac. Setae- of tbe peons bombers do seem 
familiar, watch. I. suppose often seems to be tie case but isn't. Blackmon lived with. 
Ferric*? And Ferris bought a pistol 11/5/63? then on hie uppers? Gen you mpite out  
,tan smeller bill... The beginning a. a (to me) possible solution to one of.. the Ferris 
mysteriee, One. of his last notes,'.  ley be in here. In it h referred to "flying-
Paragons on for in) the Beech". There is a copy of a card with Jimmy Beregone on, it. 
The map in the letter is of the ores of the temps. Besuboeuf paid the phone bills? 
The phone wee in his nem*, in 2/6?? Seat Newmen9e name in here? And all those fine 
bishops armor:untested at one time, including, it would seem, the man who became 
(or then wag?) me7Orp4.0,1 

Some of this deserves closer atody. 

Of the PAL brief, I'd like copies of pp 3 1, 13. There is .a different 
picture of Irion here than in the FBI reports. 	 - 

/10:91) :app rap 8/5-18/61, Also 3 copiea;8/14/69, EAL dir security tip on 
F'errie's gun-running, with 'surveillance showing nothing, two copies; 5/31/63, Zoe 
Oster EU. investigator, 2 copies. Oen you tell me tbs source? Know who be is? 
5/2/63, memo on Gillis intereepsion with Morrison and Long, Loopies (rather. • 
exceptional, isn't it?);10/30/63, Perri*, i copy; and, if possible, the entire 
southern Research report (is this the very end?). 

whet do we know, if anything, of BET Agt Sheer (sic)? 

fascinating. 


